INTRODUCTION
============

There has been increasing support for the role of epigenetic aberrations in contributing to tumorigenesis over the past few decades ([@gkt077-B1],[@gkt077-B2]). It is now clear that promoter CpG island-specific hypermethylation as well as global hypomethylation are widespread defects in tumors ([@gkt077-B3]). Aside from aberrations in the DNA methylation marks, abnormal histone modifications, such as increased repression from the polycomb H3K27me3 mark, have been observed in tumors and confirmed to potentiate tumorigenesis independently of genetic alterations ([@gkt077-B1],[@gkt077-B3],[@gkt077-B4]).

More recently, aberrations in nucleosome remodeling have also been noted in cancers ([@gkt077-B5]). Nucleosome positioning regulates gene expression by modulating the accessibility of DNA to the transcriptional machinery ([@gkt077-B6],[@gkt077-B7]). Nucleosome positioning is tightly controlled and maintained in cells by several factors, including DNA sequence, ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers and nucleosome modifications ([@gkt077-B8],[@gkt077-B9]). In cancer, significant changes in nucleosome positioning result in aberrant compaction of chromatin structure and, hence, altered gene expression signatures ([@gkt077-B10],[@gkt077-B11]). This can often be explained by malfunctioning of chromatin remodeling complexes, such as the SWI/SNF (SWItch/Sucrose NonFermentable) complex, which are frequently found to be mutated in cancer ([@gkt077-B4],[@gkt077-B5],[@gkt077-B8],[@gkt077-B12]).

Although aberrant epigenetic patterns are heritable, their dynamic nature and potential reversibility through pharmacological interventions make them attractive therapeutic targets ([@gkt077-B13],[@gkt077-B14]). The Federal Drug Administration has approved DNA methyltransferase inhibitors for the treatment of myelodysplastic syndrome ([@gkt077-B15]). Drugs of this class have also been used successfully in other hematological malignancies ([@gkt077-B16]). More recently, pre-clinical and clinical data have demonstrated that these inhibitors can be used to reduce the malignant potential of solid tumors as well ([@gkt077-B17]). Even difficult-to-treat lung cancers have shown response to epigenetic modulators, improving patient outcomes ([@gkt077-B18]). Histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors are another class of drugs that allow for increased acetylation of histones, thereby permitting an open chromatin state. Suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA) is a potent HDAC inhibitor that has been approved for the treatment of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma ([@gkt077-B13]) and has shown response in acute myeloid leukemia patients ([@gkt077-B19]). In a majority of cases, SAHA's effectiveness as a mono-therapeutic agent has been found to be limited. Hence, it is often used in combination with DNA methyltransferase inhibitors ([@gkt077-B20],[@gkt077-B21]). Although the need for combination epigenetic therapy has been widely recognized, much remains to be determined regarding the ideal combinations.

The study of the mechanism of these pharmacological agents in reversing epigenomic aberrations is still in its infancy. Although global DNA demethylation has been noted by treating cell lines, mouse models and patient samples with DNA methyltransferase inhibitors ([@gkt077-B17]), it is not clear how this translates into phenotypic effects. It is crucial to understand how these inhibitors affect nucleosome positioning, given that it is a key determinant of gene expression. This understanding will allow for the discernment of functional DNA demethylation ([@gkt077-B22]), those events that are accompanied by chromatin opening, from non-functional demethylation, following which the chromatin continues to remain in a repressed and an inaccessible state. By asking this question, one can define regions that are likely to open on demethylation. This will also allow for innovation to identify alternative methods to affect nucleosome repositioning of regions that are indifferent to DNA demethylation and to assess whether the usage of HDAC inhibitors will further aid in this process.

To address this important issue, we ask to what extent DNA demethylation induced by an inhibitor, 5-aza-2′-deoxycytidine (5-Aza-CdR), results in chromatin opening of a colorectal cancer cell line. We study this phenomenon globally using a novel assay that we have devised, using the CpG methyltransferase M.SssI ([@gkt077-B23]) to infer chromatin accessibility using an Illumina methylation array. We probe this question further using a genetic model engineered for the disruption of DNA methyltransferases, DKO1 cells. Finally, we test the potential of the HDAC inhibitor SAHA to open other regions of chromatin.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Cell culture
------------

Culture of colorectal cancer cell lines HCT116 and DKO1 (a hypomethylated derivative of HCT116, DNMT1ΔE2--5/DNMT3B−/− double knockout) was carried using McCoy's 5 A media with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Human embryonic stem cell line H1 was carried under recommended conditions. Renal cancer cell line 786-O was cultured using Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPM1)-1640 media + 10% FBS, and breast cancer cell line MCF7 (kindly provided by Cindy Zahnow and Huili Li from the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine) was carried in Minimum Essential Media (MEM) + 10% FBS + 0.01 mg/ml bovine insulin.

Drug treatments
---------------

HCT116, DKO1, 786-O and MCF7 cells were treated with either 0.3 µM 5-Aza-CdR for 24 h or 1 µM of SAHA for 24 h. Cells were harvested for study of chromatin accessibility 72 h post-treatment for 5-Aza-CdR and 24 h post-treatment for SAHA.

M.SssI treatment and DNA methylation array
------------------------------------------

For nuclei extraction, cells were trypsinized and centrifuged for 5 min at 200*g*, then washed with ice-cold PBS and resuspended in 1 ml ice-cold nuclei buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA and 0.5% NP-40, plus protease inhibitors) per 5 × 10^6^ cells and incubated on ice for 5 min. Nuclei were recovered by centrifugation at 900*g* for 3 min and washed in nuclei wash buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2 and 0.1 mM EDTA containing protease inhibitors). Freshly prepared nuclei (2 × 10^5^ cells) were resuspended in 1× M.SssI reaction buffer (NEB), and then treated with 50 U of M.SssI (NEB) in 15 µl 10× reaction buffer, 45 µl 1 M sucrose and 0.75 µl S-Adenosyl methionine (SAM) in a volume of 150 µl. Reactions were quenched by the addition of an equal volume of stop solution (20 nM Tris-HCl \[pH 7.9\], 600 mM NaCl, 1% SDS, 10 mM EDTA and 400 µg/ml proteinase K) and incubated at 55°C overnight ([@gkt077-B23]). DNA was purified by phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. Bisulfite conversion was performed using the EZ DNA methylation kit (Zymo Research). All samples passed bisulfite conversion quality control and were subsequently processed for the Illumina Infinium DNA methylation platform (Human Methylation 450 Bead Chip). For validations of enzyme treatment and accessibility locally, molecules were cloned using the Topo TA Kit (Invitrogen) and sequenced.

Global DNA methylation and chromatin accessibility analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------

The Infinium HumanMethylation450 array (Illumina, Inc.) was used to analyze bisulfite-treated DNA. Briefly, the signal of methylation-specific probe over the sum of the signals of the methylation- and unmethylated-specific probes is calculated as the beta value, indicating full methylation of a specific CpG site (beta value = 1), absence of methylation (beta value = 0) and ranges in between (0 ≤ beta value ≤ 1). Probes with poor overall signals (*P*-value \> 0.05) were removed from analysis ([@gkt077-B24]). Gene promoters with probes that have beta value \>0.7 were called methylated and \<0.3 were called unmethylated, with everything in between being partially methylated. The accessibility scale was defined as the beta value of M.SssI-treated cells minus the beta value of the no-enzyme control (delta-beta), defined on a 0--1 scale, after removing the probes with delta-beta \<0. Accessible probes were defined as delta-beta \>0.3 using standard receiver-operating characteristic curve analysis. Heat maps were generated using R package gplots and the density plots using R package ggplot2.

Overlaps of DNAse, Formaldehyde-Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements (FAIRE) and H3K4Me1 data for H1 and HCT116 were performed using the GRanges package.

Plots of Illumina probes and data on a genomic scale were produced using IlluminaHumanMethylation450kprobe and GViz packages through Bioconductor. Oncomine™ (Compendia Bioscience, Ann Arbor, MI) was used for analysis and visualization of gene expression. All statistical calculations were performed on R (Version 2.15.0).

Motif enrichment analysis was done *de novo* using the program Homer ([@gkt077-B25]).

Network and ontology analysis was performed using MetaCore from GeneGo Inc.

Reagents and antibodies
-----------------------

Commercial primary antibodies used were anti-H3 (Abcam) and anti-AcH3 (Millipore Laboratories).

Chromatin immunoprecipitation assay
-----------------------------------

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays were performed according to the Upstate Biotechnology instructions. For each ChIP assay, 100 μg of DNA sheared by a sonicator was pre-cleared with salmon-sperm DNA-saturated protein A Sepharose and then precipitated by H3 and acetlayed-H3 antibodies. After immunoprecipitation, recovered chromatin fragments were subjected to real-time polymerase chain reaction. IgG control experiments were performed for all ChIPs and were accounted for in the IP/Input by presenting the results as (IP − IgG)/(Input − IgG). Primer sequences: TXNIP promoter: 5′-CAGCGATCTCACTGATTGGT, 3′-CCCAATTGCTGGAGAAAAGA; NEUROD2 promoter: 5′-CAGACGCATGCCAATCAC, 3′-CATTGTTCCCCCATCTTCAG; GAPDH promoter: 5′-CGGCTACTAGCGGTTTTACG, 3′-AAGAAGATGCGGCTGACTGT; STMN1 promoter: 5′-GTTGGAATGGGGAAGAAGGT, 3′-GGAACA AGGGCATCACTGAC.

Data access
-----------

ENCODE H1 DNAse-seq data set---

GSM736582

ENCODE H1 FAIRE-seq data set---

wgEncodeOpenChromFaireH1hescPk.narrowPeak.gz

ENCODE HCT116 DNAse-seq data set---

GSM736493

ENCODE HCT116 H3K4Me1 data set---

wgEncodeEH002874

Oncomine data sets---

TCGA colon adenocarcinoma versus normal

GEO Acce*SssI*ble data set---

GSE38858

RESULTS
=======

A majority of demethylated probes retain chromatin inaccessibility after 5-Aza-CdR treatment
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand, globally, whether demethylation after 5-Aza-CdR treatment results in increased accessibility of chromatin, we designed a novel method termed Acce*SssI*ble ([Figure 1](#gkt077-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). This method involves comparing methylation of nuclei treated with a CpG methyltransferase enzyme, M.SssI ([@gkt077-B23]), which specifically methylates unmethylated CpG sites on nucleosome-depleted unbound DNA, with a no-enzyme treated control using an Illumina HumanMethylation450 BeadChip. This platform queries \>485 000 CpG sites across the genome, covering 99% of RefSeq genes, an average of 17 CpG sites per gene, with probes across promoters, gene bodies and enhancers ([@gkt077-B26]). The accessibility or the lack thereof to M.SssI, determined by acquisition of methylation on enzyme treatment compared with the control, can be used to infer the positioning of nucleosomes or factors bound tightly to chromatin, at endogenously unmethylated loci ([Figure 1](#gkt077-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Figure 1.Majority of probes demethylated by 5-Aza-CdR are inaccessible to CpG methyltransferase M.SssI after 5-Aza-CdR treatment. (**A**) Schematic of the Acce*SssI*ble assay: after nuclei are treated with M.Sss1 (or a no-enzyme treatment control), DNA is extracted, bisulfite converted and assayed on the Illumina methylation 450 k beadchip. Endogenous DNA methylation status is obtained from the no-enzyme control (green indicating unmethylated and red methylated), and information on chromatin state for unmethylated probes is attained from the accessibility of the M.SssI methyltransferase to CpG dinucleotides (scaled from yellow to blue, with yellow as inaccessible and blue as highly accessible). (**B**) Kernel density scatter plot of delta-methylation (methylation in treated minus methylation in control) versus delta-accessibility (accessibility in treated minus accessibility in control) shows that majority of demethylated loci do not gain accessibility. Groups a and b are events that depict changes in chromatin accessibility independent of DNA methylation, whereas group c depicts regions that gain accessibility on DNA demethylation. (**C**) Bar graph depicting percentage of demethylated promoter- (9719), body- (1205) and enhancer-associated (28 348) probes that gain accessibility or remain inaccessible on demethylation. (**D**) Venn diagram of all promoter regions that are demethylated post-5-Aza-CdR treatment in HCT116 as well with those that gain accessibility. Results show that ∼90% of regions require demethylation to gain accessibility. (**E**) Volcano plot of genes whose promoters gain accessibility after treatment shows that most of these regions gain expression.

To compare our assay with results produced by other methods, we performed Acce*SssI*ble on H1 human embryonic cells, for which there is publicly available genome-wide data on DNAse hypersensitivity and FAIRE sequencing ([Supplementary Figure S1A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)). Methylation is quantified using beta values ([@gkt077-B27]), and chromatin accessibility is quantified as the acquisition of methylation due to enzyme treatment using delta-beta values. To assess the performance of the Acce*SssI*ble assay, we used a receiver-operating characteristic curve analysis of our data using DNAse-seq, FAIRE-seq as gold standards and empirically chose a delta-beta of 0.3 as the cutoff to define open/accessible regions ([Supplementary Figure S1B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)). We also performed a comparative analysis of open transcription start sites (TSSs) specifically with DNAse-seq and/or FAIRE-seq data for H1 and colorectal cancer cell line, HCT116, and found a high degree of overlap ([Supplementary Figure S1C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1) and [1D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)). Together, these results confirm that our Acce*SssI*ble assay can recapitulate the findings of comprehensive methods such as DNAse-seq and FAIRE-seq and identify regions of open chromatin in a rapid and cost-effective manner.

Having established the assay, we treated HCT116 cells with 0.3 µM of 5-Aza-CdR for 24 h and performed Acce*SssI*ble 72 h post-treatment. As expected, endogenous DNA methylation decreased genome-wide with 5-Aza-CdR treatment ([Supplementary Figure S2A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)). To characterize the spectrum of epigenetic changes using metrics of both DNA methylation and accessibility changes, we plotted delta-methylation (methylation in treated minus methylation in control) against delta-accessibility (accessibility in treated minus accessibility in control) as a kernel density scatter plot ([Figure 1](#gkt077-F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Interestingly, we observed that a majority of demethylation events were not associated with a corresponding gain of chromatin accessibility; only a small number of probes that lost methylation displayed accessibility changes indicative of chromatin opening (region c in [Figure 1](#gkt077-F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Further, only a small number of accessibility changes occurred independently of changes in DNA methylation (region a, b in [Figure 1](#gkt077-F1){ref-type="fig"}B). To validate our result in independent cell lines, we replicated the experiment in breast cancer cell line MCF7 and renal cancer cell line 786-O and found a similar pattern: majority of demethylation induced by 5-Aza-CdR is not accompanied by chromatin accessibility ([Supplementary Figure S2B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1) and [C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)).

We then asked whether different genomic regions, the gene promoter, gene body and enhancer (defined by probes that lie within H3K4Me1 peaks, obtained from an ENCODE data set for HCT116) displayed similar patterns of changes in chromatin accessibility associated with demethylation ([Figure 1](#gkt077-F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Strikingly, only 1.6% of promoter-associated probes that became demethylated gained accessibility. Similarly, 0.9% of gene body-associated probes and 0.4% of enhancer-associated probes gained chromatin accessibility, indicative of the presence of a nucleosome-depleted region on demethylation. Of note, we observed a statistically significant enrichment of polycomb repressive complex 2 targets ([@gkt077-B28]) in the group of genes that fail to gain accessibility, despite promoter demethylation, indicating that the polycomb machinery could be involved in maintaining the closed configuration by means of an epigenetic switch to the H3K27me3 mark ([@gkt077-B29],[@gkt077-B30]). Overall, irrespective of gene region, a majority of probes that became demethylated did not assume an open chromatin configuration.

Next, we determined the converse: the number of promoter regions that gain accessibility after 5-Aza-CdR treatment that were dependent on DNA demethylation, and found that nearly 90% of probes did in fact require demethylation to open ([Figure 1](#gkt077-F1){ref-type="fig"}D). A minority of probes (∼10%) were unmethylated to begin with and switched from a repressed to an open state after treatment, potentially due to downstream indirect events. To determine the genes that gained expression on demethylation and chromatin opening at promoter regions after 5-Aza-CdR treatment, we performed a gene expression analysis for this group of genes ([Figure 1](#gkt077-F1){ref-type="fig"}E). We found that genes implicated in having anti-tumor effects, such as *CDKN1C* ([@gkt077-B31]) and *MSX1* ([@gkt077-B32]), as well as testis antigen genes that could make the tumor more visible to the immune system ([@gkt077-B33]), such as *CABYR*, *FMR1NB*, were up-regulated. Several other genes that had gained chromatin accessibility did not attain gene expression, indicating that although these genes are poised for expression with open chromatin, they may not have the necessary transcriptional machinery to drive transcription. Together, our results show that only a minority of demethylation events result in functional changes, wherein a gain of chromatin accessibility and gene expression accompanies the loss of methylation.

DKO1 promoters have retained inaccessible chromatin despite the loss of methylation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As we identified that demethylation does not induce widespread opening of chromatin after 5-Aza-CdR treatment, we asked whether this finding also applied to a cleaner model of DNA methylation loss. To address this and to deepen our understanding of nucleosome repositioning in response to demethylation, we used the HCT116-derived DKO1, which is a genetic model of permanent demethylation. DKO1 has been engineered for the genetic disruption of the DNA methyltransferases *DNMT1^ΔE2^*^−5^/*DNMT3B^−^^/^^−^* ([@gkt077-B34],[@gkt077-B35]), resulting in the loss of ∼95% of the methylation seen in parental HCT116 cells ([Figure 2](#gkt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Interestingly, the lack of functional methyltransferases resulted in the conversion of the tumorigenic HCT116 into the non-tumorigenic state ([@gkt077-B36]). Figure 2.Unmethylated promoter regions shared by HCT116 and DKO1 are largely open; demethylated regions in DKO1 retain chromatin inaccessibility. (**A**) Density scatter plot between DKO1 and HCT116 shows that DKO1 is highly demethylated compared with HCT116. (**B**) A heat map of all probes on the Illumina platform depicting beta values from 0 to 1 (green to red, unmethylated to methylated) for HCT116 and DKO1 with and without M.SssI treatment. DKO1 has reduced endogenous methylation compared with HCT116, and they both show an increase in methylation on M.SssI treatment. (**C**) Heat maps depicting endogenous DNA methylation (left) and M.SssI accessibility (on a delta-beta scale from 0 to 1, with delta-beta = M.SssI beta value minus NoE beta value) for all TSS probes that are unmethylated in HCT116. DKO1 and the parental HCT116 have similar patterns of accessibilities to these probes. (**D**) Bar graphs of accessibilities calculated for all unmethylated probes in HCT116 and in DKO1 and analyzed across gene promoter regions (36 447 probes), bodies (11 695 probes) and enhancers (3696 probes). A majority of the unmethylated probes are highly accessible at the promoters and enhancers and primarily inaccessible at gene bodies. (**E**) Heat maps showing endogenous DNA methylation and M.SssI accessibility for promoter regions methylated in HCT116 but unmethylated in DKO1 indicate that DKO1 has maintained many of its promoters in an inaccessible state where it has lost DNA methylation. A small number of probes (4.7%) are highly accessible to M.SssI, despite being methylated in HCT116. (**F**) DKO1 probes that have lost methylation have decreased accessibility at promoters (9915 probes), bodies (35 786 probes) and enhancers (8966 probes), possibly due to the retention of nucleosomal occupancy.

First, we confirmed the methylation patterns of HCT116 and DKO1 obtained from the Illumina methylation array. Although HCT116 showed a high degree of methylation for \>60% of probes queried by the platform, DKO1 displayed an expected genome-wide loss of methylation ([Figure 2](#gkt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}B, columns 1 and 3, NoE -- no-enzyme control). Chromatin accessibility is visualized by the increase in methylation of unmethylated sites on enzyme treatment ([Figure 2](#gkt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}B, columns 2 and 4).

To establish the baseline patterns of accessibilities in the cell lines, we queried the chromatin states at promoter probes that are unmethylated in common between HCT116 and in DKO1. Indeed, a majority of these probes appeared to be highly accessible in both cell lines ([Figure 2](#gkt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}C), with similar patterns observable for the parental and the derivative cell lines. The inaccessible probes could be located in regions blocked by nucleosomes or transcription factors.

We selected two genes that displayed chromatin accessibility in both cell lines, *GAPDH* and *GRP78*, as well as two genes, *FOS* and *STMN1*, determined to be unmethylated and potentially nucleosome occupied. We confirmed these results using ChIP for histone H3, which can be used to infer the presence of nucleosomes, and validated that the inaccessible gene had higher presence of H3 than the accessible gene ([Supplementary Figure S3A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)), and further confirmed the result using sequencing ([Supplementary Figure S3B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)).

To determine whether unmethylated regions were similarly open at other genomic regions, such as the gene body or enhancer regions, we compared accessibilities in DKO1 and HCT116 at these regions. Although 75% of HCT116 unmethylated promoter probes and 59% of unmethylated enhancer probes were accessible ([Figure 2](#gkt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}D), only 28% of unmethylated gene body probes were accessible. A similar pattern of accessibility was seen for the identical probes in DKO1---72% of promoter probes and 67% of enhancer probes were accessible but only 27% of body sites were accessible. The data from both cell lines suggest that in an unmethylated state, promoter and enhancer regions have a higher percentage of accessible chromatin compared with gene body regions ([Figure 2](#gkt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}D). We also studied the CpG island-related probes and probes in promoters without islands and found that 1.7% of demethylated CpG island probes gained accessibility, whereas 1.4% of non-CpG island probes gained accessibility ([Supplementary Figure S3C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)). On performance of a chi-squared test, we found that there is no statistically significant difference in the attainment of an open chromatin configuration due to the island status. We further looked at island-associated probes (shore, shelf) and found that 1.6% of probes gained accessibility on demethylation, not statistically different from the other categories ([Supplementary Figure S3C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)).

Having established the accessibility patterns in regions unmethylated in both cell lines, we next examined probes that were methylated, initially, in the parental HCT116 cells but had lost methylation in the derivative DKO1 cells ([Figure 2](#gkt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}E). Interestingly, despite losing methylation, DKO1 cells showed patterns of inaccessibility across all studied regions, with a total accessibility of only 23% at the promoters, 7% at the body sites and 39% at the enhancers ([Figure 2](#gkt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}F), significantly lower levels of accessibility compared with unmethylated region in both cell lines ([Figure 2](#gkt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}D). This is similar to the results we observed in HCT116 post-5-Aza-CdR treatment, wherein demethylation seldom correlates with an increase in accessibility.

We took a closer look at the promoter of *NEUROD2* using the ChIP assay and determined it to be closed, despite a loss of methylation in DKO1, with high levels of histone H3 and low ratio of acetylated-H3/H3 at the *NEUROD2* promoters in both DKO1 and HCT116 cell lines. We further confirmed these results by sequencing TSSs of both genes with and without enzyme treatment and by visualizing all probes associated with the gene ([Supplementary Figures S3D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1) and [E](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)).

Our data suggest that, largely, DKO1 has retained nucleosomes across the different genomic loci to maintain the repressed state found in the parental HCT116. Overall, patterns of open or closed chromatin as seen in the parental cells have been maintained in DKO1, despite the loss of DNA methylation.

A majority of regions that gain chromatin accessibility on 5-Aza-CdR treatment overlap with *de novo* open regions in DKO1 cells and are associated with putative tumor suppressors
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Aside from the group of genes with nucleosome retention, we found that a small portion of genes (4.7%) that showed endogenous hypermethylation in the parental HCT116 cells have gained accessibility by genetic disruption of DNA methyltransferases in DKO1 ([Figure 2](#gkt077-F2){ref-type="fig"}E). Interestingly, we noticed that this group contained several known tumor suppressor genes, such as *GATA-4* ([@gkt077-B37]), *TXNIP* ([@gkt077-B38]) and *NKX2-3* ([@gkt077-B39]). A gene set enrichment analysis ([@gkt077-B40]) of the genes corresponded significantly with genes methylated *de novo* in cancer (*P*-value = 1.3 e^−6^) ([@gkt077-B41]). We also examined the accessibilities of genes identified as tumor suppressors and previously shown to be DNA-methylated and to lack gene expression in HCT116 but not in DKO1 (putative tumor suppressors) ([@gkt077-B42]). We found that these genes have a significant increase in accessibility (*P*-value \< 2.2 e^−16^) compared with the accessibility of all genes that have lost DNA methylation ([Supplementary Figure S4A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)). Hence, these genes could potentially have tumor suppressive function in colorectal cancers and, therefore, regaining accessibility at these loci could contribute to the loss of tumorigenicity in DKO1 cells.

Given that only a minority of genes gain accessibility on 5-Aza-CdR treatment as well as in DKO1, despite a loss of methylation, we asked how these groups of genes compare. For this, we considered chromatin accessibility changes at the promoter regions and found that \>64% of genes that open on 5-Aza-CdR treatment are also open in DKO1, despite the parental HCT116 being methylated ([Figure 3](#gkt077-F3){ref-type="fig"}A). We next asked if we could explain why the promoters of these groups of genes gained accessibility, despite this being the exception to the otherwise observed lack of chromatin accessibility after demethylation. To this end, we performed a motif enrichment analysis and found that the four motifs that were significantly enriched corresponded to the recognition sequence of several transcription factors that have been known to associate with chromatin remodelers ([@gkt077-B43; @gkt077-B44; @gkt077-B45; @gkt077-B46]) ([Figure 3](#gkt077-F3){ref-type="fig"}B). As we observed that five of the transcription factors were expressed in HCT116 and DKO1 cells to levels higher than the known negative control, *PRND* ([Supplementary Figure S4B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)), it is plausible that the presence of these transcription factors and their associated chromatin remodelers caused the opening of chromatin at the observed promoters. Figure 3.Regions that gain accessibility in HCT116 on 5-Aza-CdR treatment and in DKO1 are associated with tumor suppressors. (**A**) Venn diagram of the overlap between DKO1 regions that are accessible despite methylation in HCT116 overlapped with regions that gain accessibility on HCT116 treatment with 5-Aza-CdR shows that ∼64% of regions that open on drug treatment are open in DKO1. (**B**) Motif enrichment analysis of the regions open in DKO1 when methylated in HCT116 and in HCT116 post 5-Aza-CdR treatment shows that motifs significantly enriched include binding sites for transcription factors with known chromatin remodeler associations. (**C**) Oncomine expression data for colon adenocarcinoma versus normal for genes from [Figure 3](#gkt077-F3){ref-type="fig"}A (left -- promoters that gain accessibility in HCT116 post-5-Aza-CdR treatment; right -- promoters that gain accessibility in DKO1 compared with methylated HCT116) show significant under-expression in the tumors. (**D**) Plots displaying all probes for *NKX2-3* and *NPY1R*, arranged in the genomic context, show that both genes lose methylation and gain accessibility on 5-Aza-CdR treatment and are unmethylated and accessible in DKO1.

To assess the functional importance of these groups of genes that open on 5-Aza-CdR treatment and in DKO1, despite methylation in the parental, we surveyed the Oncomine^™^ database (Compendia Bioscience, Ann Arbor, MI). On studying gene expression for colorectal carcinoma samples compared with matched normal tissue (obtained from The Cancer Genome Atlas), we noticed that numerous genes in these categories were down-regulated in colorectal adenocarcinomas compared with the matched normal tissues ([Figure 3](#gkt077-F3){ref-type="fig"}C), some of which had gained accessibility in common under both conditions of demethylation, *NKX2-3* and *NPY1R*. In summary, genes with promoter regions that open on treatment with 5-Aza-CdR in HCT116 and those that failed to retain nucleosomes to compensate for the lack of methylation at promoters regions in DKO1 cells include well-known tumor suppressors and genes frequently down-regulated in colorectal cancers. This could provide a plausible explanation for the epigenetic component behind the loss of tumorigenicity of HCT116 cells on 5-Aza-CdR treatment as well as in DKO1 cells due to the loss of methylation.

We examined the promoters of *NKX2-3* ([Figure 3](#gkt077-F3){ref-type="fig"}D) and *TXNIP* ([Supplementary Figure S4E](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)), well-studied tumor suppressor genes, as well as *NPY1R* ([Figure 3](#gkt077-F3){ref-type="fig"}D) (aberrantly open in DKO1 cells as well as open after 5-Aza-CdR treatment in HCT116 cells) ([Figure 3](#gkt077-F3){ref-type="fig"}D). A close look at all probes for these genes revealed that all three are unmethylated in DKO1 cells at most sites around the start site, lose methylation on 5-Aza-CdR treatment at these sites compared with untreated HCT116 cells and show increased accessibility in this region for both conditions compared with the parental untreated HCT116 cells. This is a stark illustration of how the loss of methylation is associated with the creation of a nucleosome-depleted region specifically around the TSS in both contexts ([Figure 3](#gkt077-F3){ref-type="fig"}D). We confirmed results for *TXNIP*, wherein repressive histone patterns for HCT116 cells but a substantial acetylated-H3/H3 ratio for DKO1 cells were observed ([Supplementary Figure S4C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)), and sequenced the TSS with and without enzyme treatment to validate the findings ([Supplementary Figure S4D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)).

Our results from these genes illustrate important exceptions to the general pattern found of nucleosome retention compensating for the loss of methylation, which may suggest the functional need to restore the expression of certain genes to maintain the non-tumorigenic nature of DKO1 and to support the loss of tumorigenicity after 5-Aza-CdR treatment.

5-Aza-CdR and the HDAC inhibitor SAHA target a unique set of genes for chromatin opening
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

On observing that only 1.6% of promoter sites open after demethylation in HCT116 cells on 5-Aza-CdR treatment, we asked whether it is possible to further open the aberrantly repressed epigenome in cancers. To answer this question, we used DKO1 cells as a model system of demethylation and treated the cells with 0.3 µM of 5-Aza-CdR for 24 h to see if we can further open regions that may be bound by remnant DNA methyltransferases. We also treated DKO1 as well as HCT116 cells with 1 µM of the Food and Drug Administration-approved HDAC inhibitor SAHA for 24 h to determine the effects of increasing histone acetylation on chromatin opening.

Notably, we observed that the promoters that gain accessibility by each of the treatments in both cell lines show minimal overlap, indicating that the drugs have unique and independent targets ([Figure 4](#gkt077-F4){ref-type="fig"}A). We repeated the experiment in MCF7 and 786-O and confirmed that the two drugs drive chromatin opening in largely unique targets ([Supplementary Figure S5A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)). To understand further the drug targets between the two cell lines, we compared the accessibility states for HCT116 and DKO1 cells treated with 5-Aza-CdR or with SAHA. We found that accessibility between HCT116 and DKO1 was non-linear on 5-Aza-CdR treatment. In contrast, SAHA treatment induced a highly linear relationship between the accessibilities of HCT116 and DKO1 post-treatment ([Figure 4](#gkt077-F4){ref-type="fig"}B). This suggests that 5-Aza-CdR targets different regions for the opening of chromatin in the two cell lines, whereas SAHA has shared targets. Given that the main difference between the cell lines is that of DNA methylation, this could explain the non-linearity of the accessibility patterns on 5-Aza-CdR treatment, which is specifically a methyltransferase inhibitor. Figure 4.Regions that display chromatin opening on 5-Aza-CdR or SAHA treatments are distinct. (**A**) Venn diagrams of regions that open in HCT116 and in DKO1 with 5-Aza-CdR and SAHA show that the drugs have distinct targets in both cells lines. (**B**) Kernel density scatter plot of accessibility of all probes in HCT116 and in DKO1 on 5-Aza-CdR treatment or SAHA treatment indicates that SAHA, unlike 5-Aza-CdR, has similar targets in both cell lines. (**C**) Quantification of the methylation status of probes that gain accessibility on treatment with 5-Aza-CdR or SAHA shows that 5-Aza-CdR targets regions of methylation even in a cell line severely retarded for methylation, DKO1, unlike SAHA. (**D**) Network enrichment diagram including seed genes that gain accessibility on either 5-Aza-CdR treatment (marked A) or on SAHA treatment (marked S). The symbols used are as seen on the Metacore Web site.

To further understand the relationship between the endogenous methylation state and drug response, we sought to determine the methylation status of all gene promoters that gain chromatin accessibility by each of the drugs. Our results demonstrate that ∼90% of 5-Aza-CdR reactivated genes in HCT116 and ∼20% in DKO1 have high degrees of methylation and ∼5 and ∼10% of them contain partial methylation, respectively, in the untreated control. The level of methylation in this group is much higher than the genome-wide average for each of the cell lines, especially for DKO1 cells which only have 5% remnant methylation ([Figure 4](#gkt077-F4){ref-type="fig"}C). This finding shows that 5-Aza-CdR targets methylated regions even in a cell line severely retarded for DNA methylation. On the other hand, the genes targeted for chromatin opening by SAHA contain few genes with high methylation in both cell lines, indicating that this drug likely targets regions that are independent of DNA methylation ([Figure 4](#gkt077-F4){ref-type="fig"}C). Similar patterns of methylation were seen for regions that gain accessibility in both MCF7 and 786-O cell lines treated with 5-Aza-CdR and SAHA, confirming the finding ([Supplementary Figure S5B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)).

The minimal overlap between the genes that gain accessibility due to the two drugs strongly suggests that combinatorial treatment could result in the opening of promoter regions belonging to independent groups of genes, providing for a synergistic de-repression of the aberrant cancer epigenome. Interestingly, whereas the group of genes that open in HCT116 after treatment with 5-Aza-CdR or SAHA are enriched for specific functions such as cation/DNA binding (5-Aza-CdR) or channel activity (SAHA) ([Supplementary Figure S5C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt077/-/DC1)), the combined list opens up a larger network of genes ([Figure 4](#gkt077-F4){ref-type="fig"}D). The combined network has significant enrichment for regulation of transcription (1.13 e^−35^), regulation of apoptosis (3.392e^−16^), immune response (9.135e^−12^) and chromatin remodeling (3.49e^−7^). This indicates that combinatorial treatment could functionally open a set of genes that could keep cell transcription in check, initiate apoptosis, make the cells more visible to the immune system and potentially initiate a cascading effect and open promoters of more genes that are abnormally repressed. In summary, genes that gain accessibility by both drugs in combination have the potential to activate multiple pathways that could work together to reduce the tumorigenicity of the cancer cells.

Together, our results show that both drugs, 5-Aza-CdR and SAHA, are capable of increasing the accessibility of chromatin on treatment, but have unique and non-overlapping targets, potentially due to different epigenetic aberrations that mark genes, methylation or histone deacetylation. This evidence provides a strong rationale for combination epigenetic therapy, to allow for the opening of different regions of aberrantly repressed chromatin.

DISCUSSION
==========

Although several studies have established the occurrence of DNA demethylation after treatment with DNA methyltransferase inhibitor, the epigenetic consequences of such demethylation has not been carefully investigated ([@gkt077-B13],[@gkt077-B14]). Previously, our group established, in a loci-specific manner, that the insertion of the histone variant H2A.Z by SRCAP is necessary for creating a nucleosome-depleted region after DNA demethylation induced by 5-Aza-CdR ([@gkt077-B47]). In this study, we extend the analysis genome-wide in HCT116 post-treatment as well as in a genetic model of methyltransferase disruption, and find that demethylation is accompanied by the opening of only a minority of loci and, hence, is primarily a passenger event ([@gkt077-B22]). We confirm our results in MCF7 and in 786-O cell lines. Interestingly, this group of genes is enriched for polycomb repressive complex 2 targets and, therefore, an epigenetic switch to the H3K27me3 mark could explain the maintenance of the closed configuration. The striking finding that most loci do not gain accessibility suggests that most demethylation events will not have a functional contribution to therapeutic efficacy. The areas that do open despite methylation in the parental or control cells appear to have a functional role in reducing tumorigenicity, corresponding with regions of well-studied and putative tumor suppressors. We also find combinatorial benefits to chromatin opening by treating cells with 5-Aza-CdR or SAHA, showing that each drug targets distinct and non-overlapping regions individually. Although the synergistic reactivation of specific genes using DNA methyltransferase inhibitors and HDAC inhibitors has been shown before ([@gkt077-B48]), we now demonstrate that the drugs can open independent groups of genes, thereby increasing the extent of de-repression.

Our results have powerful implications, in that we have established in two colorectal cancer cell systems that specific loci have a predilection to gain chromatin accessibility after DNA demethylation. It would be interesting to expand this to a larger panel of primary colon cancers to understand whether the signature extends across the samples. We have observed similar patterns of chromatin opening on demethylation in a breast and renal cancer cell line as well. It would also be important to understand, from a mechanistic point of view, why some genes are more likely to gain chromatin accessibility after DNA demethylation than some others. Our preliminary findings suggest that specific transcription factor binding motifs are enriched in the regions that gain accessibility, and these transcription factors are expressed in the cell systems we studied. Given that these factors have been established to work in conjunction with known chromatin remodelers ([@gkt077-B43; @gkt077-B44; @gkt077-B45; @gkt077-B46]), this could result in the preferential targeting of remodelers to these sites and, hence, chromatin opening ([@gkt077-B9]). This question needs to be explored further to understand how best to intervene pharmacologically to de-repress the epigenome in a targeted manner.

Our finding that \<2% of demethylation induced by 5-Aza-CdR is functional, resulting in chromatin accessibility changes, forces us to re-evaluate the current design of epigenetic therapy. Although the use of DNA methyltransferase inhibitors has seen some success, it remains true that several patients receiving such therapeutic regimens do not see any benefit, often not correlating with observed demethylation ([@gkt077-B49]). Our study allows for the identification of the functional events post-treatment, which could be patient and tumor-type specific. In a similar manner, it is crucial to study chromatin accessibility changes along with DNA demethylation and histone alterations in patients to better understand therapeutic response. One could then assess what combinatorial treatment would best benefit the patient.

Using our new methodology, Acce*SssI*ble, we have developed an exciting new arena for studying the components of the epigenome in an integrated manner. We have shown that most DNA demethylation changes do not induce changes to the conformation of chromatin. Our results pave the way for future study to determine the ideal combination of epigenetic modulators that could best target the aberrant cancer epigenome.
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